Industry 4.0 or Industrial IoT both describe new paradigms for seamless interaction between human and machines. Both concepts rely on intelligent, inter-connected cyber-physical production systems that are able to control the process flow of the industrial production. As those machines take many decisions autonomously and further interact with production and manufacturing planning systems, the integration of human users require new paradigms. In this paper, we provide an analysis of the current state-of-the-art in human machine interaction in the Industry 4.0 domain. We focus on new paradigms that integrate the application of augmented and virtual reality technology. Based on our analysis, we further provide a discussion of research challenges.
INTRODUCTION
The world has witnessed three industrial revolutions since the late eighteenth century which all brought major leaps forward in the efficiency and productivity of industrial activities and are largely acknowledged as historical facts, at least in Europe.
While the first and second industrial revolution were characterized by mechanization based on the invention of the steam engine and electrification of production processes, respectively, the third industrial revolution was induced by the introduction of computerized, thus automated, processes into manufacturing [28] .
What had been less agreed upon in the scientific community and among practitioners until recently is the question whether manufacturing is currently subject to another disruptive revolution, for the first time not only identified ex post. A distinctive feature of this alleged fourth industrial revolution, commonly referred to as Industry 4.0 (I4.0), is the integration of two formerly opposing paradigms of industrial activities, the so-called economies of scale and economies of scope, by means of mass production of individually customized products [66, 83] .
Opponents of the notion of another actual revolution advocate the view that I4.0 can be seen as a step-wise evolution based upon characteristic technologies of the third industrial revolution's computer-integrated manufacturing rather than representing a stand-alone revolution following a specific scientific break-through [59] . Besides, the true magnitude and implications of I4.0, accused of being subject to predictive and exaggerating marketing efforts, will only be verifiable in retrospect [9] .
However, despite existing skepticism towards the revolutionary character and degree of maturity of I4.0 activities and enabling technologies, in the most recent years I4.0 has largely been established and accepted as a synonym for a fourth industrial revolution, either ongoing or on the verge of inception. This observation bases on a substantial amount of publications from information and communications technology and manufacturing science. The main reason for acknowledging I4.0 as an actual revolution in the industrial sector is the magnitude of economic effects and process-related implications it is expected to exert on the manufacturing industry, comparable to those of the preceding industrial revolutions [28, 48] .
Problem Statement and Motivation
Problem Statement. Accepting the predominant classification of I4.0 as a revolutionizing development for the industrial sector, its relevance and significance for advanced economies is obvious. This holds true for Germany in particular, considering the fact that the German industrial sector is still comparably large and a crucial pillar of German economic power, having contributed 26.1% of the country's overall gross value added in 2017 [67, p.61] .
At the same time, in light of modern globalized business and value chains, any corporate entity or even industry branch is at risk of losing market share and ultimately its raison d'être if it fails to successfully manage its cost structure and stay competitive. While the German economy, supported by its broad network of small and medium-sized enterprises, certainly represents a particular case regarding the significance of the industrial sector for the overall economy, advanced economies with a strong production industry, in general, face this challenge. Taking as given their disadvantage as opposed to competing emerging economies with respect to the general level of labor cost, competitiveness based on industrial activities of similar structure and nature seems out of reach.
Instead, a promising resort might be found in the implementation of advanced automation solutions for manufacturing. The rationale behind said strategy lies in the hope for increased productivity induced by the application of superior technology, compensating for the disadvantage regarding the costs per piece. On top of that, the disadvantage in the cost structure might be reduced by the opportunity to implement less human labor-intensive operations provided by the increased degree of process automation.
Despite the apparent economic appeal of such an approach, there is another crucial sphere to be considered in an evaluation of the overall problem and potential methods of resolution. In modern informed societies, both from a political and economic or managerial point of view, it is imperative to secure social sustainability when promoting such a far-reaching agenda.
Returning to the particularities of the German economic structure, a phenomenon closely linked to the size of its industrial sector is the large share of the active labor force employed in this sector.
According to the German Federal Statistical Office (2018), the industrial sector employed 19 .9% of all employees in Germany in 2017 [67, p.70] . Obviously, a large cut in jobs in the manufacturing industry due to increasing automation of formerly human tasks would have wide-ranging implications for the German economy and particularly the labor market and the affected individuals.
On the other hand, securing competitiveness of domestic industrial activities, as indicated above, seems indispensable as well if a substantial share of jobs in the sector is supposed to be preserved. Hence, at first sight, decision-makers in businesses and government authorities seem to be running into the problem and dilemma of equipping manufacturers with appropriate tools, in particular technologies, for fierce competition while, at the same time, determining a tolerable amount and degree of process automation in order to preserve jobs in one of the most significant employment sectors.
Motivation. Fortunately, the manufacturing industry is currently evolving away from the notion that productivity enhancements through technological progress and sustainable human employment are mutually exclusive, instead moving towards the integration of both under the fourth industrial revolution.
In particular, a central characteristic of I4.0 activities is supposed to be the integration of human operators into modern and advanced production processes, captured under the paradigm of humancentered automation in manufacturing [44] . This means that future competitiveness is not supposed to be secured only via superiority in automation-based productivity but rather through offering enhanced value to customers by providing individual product customization. For that purpose, meaningful integration of the strengths of both human and machine entity is supposed to enable an increase in manufacturing flexibility [5] .
Thus, successful collaboration and interaction of humans with diverse and potentially innovative technological hardware and software components, i.e. machines, with the aim of achieving human-machine symbiosis [58] will gain enormously in importance in various facets of industrial production. Nonetheless, so far, and to the best of the author's knowledge, no comprehensive survey on human-machine interaction (HMI) in I4.0 and an attempt at a structural description and capture of the topic exists in research. The lack of said type of study, in combination with the topic's relevance for successful implementation of I4.0 activities and, in turn, for ensuring future competitiveness and employment in the industrial sector, provides the motivation for this paper.
Research Questions
In order to fill the mentioned gap in research regarding a comprehensive study of the state of the art in HMI related to I4.0 operations, this paper attempts to provide a wide-ranging overview and, in particular, a structural ordering of the different facets of HMI in I4.0. This kind of structured description of the overall topic, taking into account different perspectives and sub-components, can help distinguishing and integrating diverse research streams as well as foci and opinions of scientists. Such integration provides a sound basis for a comprehensive understanding of the topic's different facets and, consequently, potential orientation concerning open research issues to be addressed in the future.
Therefore, this paper aims to analyze and find answers to three consecutive high-level research questions guiding the procedure and remaining structure of the paper. While the first research question, Research Question 1 (RQ1), features a more qualitative character, the second and third research question, Research Question 2 (RQ2) and Research Question 3 (RQ3), aim to motivate a more quantitative analysis based upon potential insights gained from answering RQ1.
In particular, RQ1 raises the question what the current state of the art in HMI research in the area of I4.0 is. In the course of answering RQ1, a comprehensive taxonomy of the topic is supposed to be developed, capturing and systematically structuring the most important facets of the topic.
Relating to different elements of this taxonomy, RQ2 and RQ3 ask what the main foci and identifiable patterns in research related to HMI in the I4.0 area are, respectively. On a more detailed level, RQ2 and RQ3 are split into several sub-questions specifying the respective focus in the identification of potential focal points and patterns in related research. The three sub-questions of RQ2 ask what the focal points in research related to the human, machine, or interaction aspect in I4.0-related HMI are, respectively. The sub-questions of RQ3, on the other hand, focus on the identification of underlying patterns in research related to the topic and ask what kinds of associations can be identified in the data on related research and how related research articles can be classified with regard to individual aspects of the topic, respectively. A detailed listing of the three main research questions and their sub-questions, if applicable, is provided in Table 1 .
Main Research Questions

RQ1
What is the current state of the art in human-machine interaction research in the area of RQ3.2 How can research articles related to human-machine interaction in Industry 4.0 be classified with regard to individual aspects of the topic? Table 1 . Research Questions
Structure
Having presented a short introduction to the topic of HMI in I4.0 including an emphasis on the relevance of research and progress in both I4.0 overall and its sub-aspect of HMI, the paper continues in Section 2 with a definition and description of the relevant foundations for the overall paper. This includes a description of the fundamentals of HMI and of two fundamental technologies for I4.0 activities (Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) and the Internet of Things (IoT)), followed by a detailed clarification of the meaning and scope of I4.0 as well as a description of a data mining approach applied in the course of this paper.
Before Section 4 covers and describes the methodological approach of a structured literature review implemented in this paper, Section 3 presents an overview over studies related to the type and topic of this paper.
As the central parts and answers to the research questions of this paper, Section 5 and Section 6 present the results of the applied methodology and implemented analyses, starting with a description of the developed taxonomy in Section 5 and followed by a quantitative analysis of the prevalence of different taxonomy elements in the literature sample and of patterns in the collected data in Section 6.
Finally, in Section 7, a summary of the central propositions of the study, combined with concluding remarks, follows which leads to an outlook on opportunities for future research derived from the insights of this paper.
BACKGROUND
Before presenting and describing the study's methodology and results in depth beginning in Section 4, the following section aims to lay the groundwork for a general and common understanding of HMI and I4.0, especially for readers not yet broadly familiar with the topic of this paper.
After a brief introduction to the concept of HMI and related technologies, the concepts of CPSs and the IoT are addressed in order to lay the foundations for a following detailed description of the umbrella term I4.0.
Human-Machine Interaction and Related Technologies
While early scientific efforts on HMI or human-computer interaction had concentrated on fully controllable systems, research quickly turned the focus towards adaptive mechanisms due to the development of dynamic, highly complex human-machine systems [24] . Exceeding the role of mere information processing, automated systems have evolved into partly independent actors in dynamic situations and uncertain environments which has led to the requirement of introducing elements of human-to-human relationships into HMI and human-machine collaboration [24] . This implies that, in complex human-machine systems, the human and machine agent can no longer be considered in isolation and should instead be regarded as a dynamic unit or team collaborating towards an overall task and aim including dynamic task allocation among participants [24] .
Enabling adaptability and dynamism of the human-machine system has required the abandonment of full system-side determinism in order to leave degrees of freedom for the automated system to react to situations which could not have been perfectly foreseen and modeled by system designers [24] . Thus, the human operator's responsibility evolves from full control to partial control and supervision in the interaction with machines [24] .
In order to secure that the human operator maintains an overview and understanding of the processes and dynamics in this complex human-machine system, the types and characteristics of implemented interfaces remain a central aspect in the examination of HMI processes, especially regarding ergonomic properties like usability and transparency [24] . As modern and advanced instances of user interfaces (UIs), Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) will play an important role in the discussion of UIs for HMI purposes in I4.0 in the course of this paper. Therefore, brief definitions of those technologies are provided.
According to Paelke, AR applications are characterized by enhancing a real-world environment through its integration with computer-generated information [46] . Mainly, this implies adding digital objects and information to a human user's real-world view, enabling direct interaction with information which has a direct spatial relation to the real environment and is more readily interpretable in its environmental context [46] .
In contrast, users of VR applications do not necessarily maintain a view of a real-world scenery but are instead immersed in an entirely computer-generated and digital world offering interaction possibilities with components of the artificial environment [42] . Thus, both AR and VR enable the mediation of information in a spatial relation to the environmental context [46] , but AR relies on a basis of data from a real-world scenery to be enhanced digitally while VR applications are entirely based on computer-generated content [10] .
Cyber-Physical Systems and the Internet of Things
Representing main enablers leading to the development of I4.0 [90] , the concepts of CPSs in manufacturing and the IoT are briefly introduced in this section.
The concept of a CPS has been known for more than a decade now, characterized primarily by its feature of integrating computational processes with the corresponding physical processes, i.e. synchronizing physical and cyber world. This means that physical processes are constantly monitored and controlled in the cyber space so that computation has a direct manipulating impact on real-world operations while, at the same time, feedback from physical processes affects computational procedures [34] .
While conceivable application scenarios for CPSs are numerous and diverse, the technology has received enormous attention in manufacturing research recently, especially regarding I4.0 applications. Therefore, CPSs deployed in a manufacturing context, mainly machines and production modules, are often referred to as Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPSs). CPPSs are characterized by their capabilities to collect and exchange data and information autonomously, to activate actual physical processes, and to perform independent mutual control via their embedded local intelligence [1, 85] .
Obviously, self-organization and mutual control among various instances of CPPSs requires context-awareness and communication channels connecting all involved entities which is provided by the ability to sense the environment in real time and the installation in a networked infrastructure [85, 93] .
Said interconnection among CPPSs represents an important instance of another fundamental pillar of I4.0 activities [28, 90] , namely the IoT. The IoT can be considered as representing an extension to the well-known Internet by adding a huge amount of ending nodes to the network. What is special about those nodes added under the IoT is that they are regularly small-scale computers regarding both the functionality and computing power they provide as well as the amount of energy they consume [13] . This coincides with the above description of CPPSs added to the IoT network which feature small-scale embedded sensors and processing units capable of serving a specific purpose, e.g. capturing and communicating operational and environmental data [25] .
Consequently, the IoT represents a network infrastructure where any conceivable physical item, i.e. thing, can be embedded with computational intelligence featuring a connection to the Internet [13] . With respect to HMI processes in industrial operations, this implies that machinery and products of a CPS-type offer a new quality of information transparency and availability by being able to provide data to an authorized entity at any time via the Internet.
Industry 4.0
Having introduced important technological foundations for a successful implementation of I4.0 activities, the question arises what the term Industry 4.0 actually comprises. Therefore, the following subsections define the meaning and scope of I4.0 by first explaining the origin of the term and its evolution towards a synonym for a fourth industrial revolution and then introducing paradigms used in literature to illustrate the scope and concept of I4.0 operations.
2.3.1
Origin and Evolution of the Term. Interestingly, Industry 4.0, or rather the German equivalent Industrie 4.0, is not a term established by scholars in scientific publications. Instead, towards the end of 2011, the German federal government adopted the Industrie 4.0 project initiated a short while before by the German Industry-Science Research Alliance and made it an integral part of their high-tech strategy 2020 [29] . In 2011, the term Industrie 4.0 was also first introduced to the general public and the scientific community in the course of the Hannover Fair [61, 76] .
Soon after, the concept and ideas of Industrie 4.0 found their way into scientific research and a growing number of studies were published dedicated towards different aspects of the topic. Indeed, some of the early contributions towards I4.0 actually even used the German instead of the English version of the term (cf. [53, 63, 64, 78, 81] ). As indicated in the Introduction, only over time, I4.0 evolved into a stand-alone term representing a synonym for future smart manufacturing and a fourth industrial revolution.
Nonetheless, the label I4.0 for innovative concepts of CPS-and IoT-integrated smart manufacturing is not unique in research activities from different areas. Particularly in the U.S., scientific publications frequently address either the so-called Industrial Internet, Industrial Internet of Things [80] , or simply smart manufacturing [72] . Besides, there are numerous national and regional initiatives similar to the German strategic initiative of Industrie 4.0, e.g. in the U.S. [26, 53] , China [39] , Japan [79] , South Korea [69] , France, and the Basque Country in Spain [53] .
Paradigms.
After the clarification of the origin and evolution of the term itself, the following subsections are supposed to define and illustrate the fundamental pillars and constituents of the I4.0 concept. For that purpose, they present central paradigms of I4.0, as identified and elaborated on in related scientific literature, in order to give the reader an overview over main features of I4.0 operations.
Actors in Future Manufacturing. As indicated in Section 1.1, a central characteristic of manufacturing activities adhering to I4.0 is the integration of human factors into operations despite an advanced degree of process automation. This kind of human-centered perspective on smart manufacturing activities is reflected in the work of Weyer et al. who define three different types of actors in manufacturing as a central paradigm of future I4.0 activities. These actors are represented, on the one hand, by products and machinery turning into smart products and smart machines reflecting increased autonomy and automation under I4.0, as well as, on the other hand, by augmented operators highlighting the significance of human involvement to ensure smooth running of operations [85] .
Smart Products. According to the authors of [85] , products under I4.0 evolve from passive objects, upon which actions are performed, into active subjects crucial to the implementation of decentralized process control. In that sense, every product is embedded with individual memory early on in the production process enabling products to self-orchestrate their assembly process. This means that unfinished products carry information about the remaining required process steps so that they can, e.g., order the specific service or part needed for their next step of assembly from production resources with open capacity [85] .
Smart Machines. The second type of central agents in I4.0 is represented by smart machines implying that modern machinery turns into CPPSs, thus featuring characteristics described in Section 2.2, like context-awareness, self-organization, as well as mutual control and communication. Furthermore, in order to increase flexibility and adaptability of the overall production system, smart machines allow for a fast and convenient integration of a new CPPS into an existing production cell, enabling a plug-and-play solution instead of a lengthy ramp-up phase for newly integrated manufacturing equipment [85] .
Despite those advanced capabilities and opportunities offered by smart products and especially machines, the complexity of modern, highly automated production processes implies that the human factor in production cannot be eliminated without restraining the overall system's operability and functionality [91] .
Augmented Operators. This is why Weyer et al. define a third type of central actor in I4.0 activities which is the augmented operator. The distinct feature of this vivid human agent compared to its counterparts is the inherent adaptability of the human entity, making it the most flexible part of the entire operations. Assuming this role, the human is supposed to take responsibility of various crucial tasks to complement the overall, still highly automated system [85] .
Yet, human operators in I4.0 are not supposed to rely solely on their inherent capabilities. Instead, in performing their tasks, they receive support by appropriate technologies in order to exploit their own full potential [85] . The coherent consequence of this interplay of human and machine actors in the course of manufacturing activities is the necessity for purposeful and successful HMI in order to guarantee corporate success in I4.0, leading to the topic of this paper.
Design Principles for Industry 4.0 Activities. Representing a suitable conclusion and integration of the technological and process-related characteristics of I4.0 introduced so far, this subsection provides an overview over design principles for I4.0 operations, as identified and defined in scientific literature on the anticipated fourth industrial revolution.
Based on a survey on the German Industrie 4.0 combined with a nominal group workshop with corporate experts, Hermann et al. develop a framework of four major design principles for I4.0 activities. These are technical assistance, interconnection, information transparency, and decentralized decisions [22] .
Practically, the first one of these design principles directly refers to the human role of an augmented operator in I4.0 activities, as introduced in the preceding section. To be more precise, technical assistance as a guideline for designing I4.0 operations suggests to provide both virtual and physical support for human workers in smart manufacturing environments. Virtual assistance implies support for the human operator in maintaining an overview and understanding of ongoing activities and processes via appropriate data and information visualization. Physical assistance, on the other hand, can be provided, for instance, by co-working robots performing physically demanding tasks [22] .
Interconnection hints towards the necessity to comprehensively connect production factors and stakeholders like manufacturing equipment and people via the Internet in order to enable seamless collaboration and information sharing. This, in turn, requires the establishment of common standards for communication and an appropriate level of cyber security when designing such a system [22] .
This type of interconnected design of I4.0 activities directly leads to the remaining two design principles of information transparency and decentralized decisions. The ubiquitous connectivity of manufacturing equipment and employees enables the aggregation of raw data from the physical world to higher-value context information in the cyber space where it is made available transparently and comprehensibly to the appropriate and authorized entities. Finally, providing CPPSs and employees with such aggregated and context-related information tailored to their specific situation enables decentralized autonomy for those actors in decision-making and process control [22] .
RELATED WORK
After laying the foundations for the description of the actual in-depth analysis in the course of this paper, which will follow in the upcoming sections, an overview over related work and a differentiation of related studies from this paper are provided in order to justify the relevance of this study and to give the reader an idea of ongoing research activities in the field of I4.0. Taking into account the type of study this paper represents, surveys on I4.0-related topics are considered as relevant related scientific work.
On the most general level, existing published surveys on I4.0 can be divided into two main clusters. The first group of papers includes surveys on aspects and subtopics of I4.0 other than HMI while the second cluster comprises studies which do have a focus on HMI in an I4.0 environment. However, with regard to a differentiation from this paper, those surveys investigate some specific partial aspect instead of aiming for a comprehensive description and classification of HMI in I4.0. For a more detailed description of the two clusters of related work, the following sections provide an overview over I4.0-related surveys with and without a focus on HMI aspects.
Surveys on Industry 4.0 without a Focus on Human-Machine Interaction
Considering the fact that I4.0 has been an extensively covered topic in industrial research for the last couple of years, it is of little surprise that numerous surveys on some of its elements can be found. Among the related surveys identified, those examining different aspects compared to this paper often have a fairly technological focus.
In their general study on I4.0 research, Saucedo-Martínez et al. identify nine central baseline technologies for I4.0 activities and cluster scientific publications included in their sample according to those technological categories [62] . Those baseline technologies are Big Data and analytics, autonomous robots, simulation, horizontal and vertical system integration, the industrial IoT, cyber security, additive manufacturing, AR, and the cloud. In order to determine more detailed insights on each of these technologies, the articles assigned to the respective category, representing research specialized on this type of technology, are analyzed in more depth (cf. [62] ).
In a similar approach, Kang et al. investigate the national initiatives for future manufacturing in Germany, the U.S., and South Korea with regard to the respective central technological components, cluster existing publications according to those technologies, and analyze the technologies based on the identified relevant literature [30] . For Germany, those are CPSs, the IoT, Big Data, cloud computing, and sensors, while for the U.S., smart energy and additive manufacturing, and for South Korea, smart energy, three-dimensional (3D) printing, and holograms are added [30] .
Brettel et al. conduct an extensive literature review based on an immense sample of 5911 articles from practice-oriented journals targeted at industrial executives, combined with expert interviews from the industrial and consulting sector [5] . In their structured literature review, they map research on I4.0 according to the topics of individualization of production, horizontal integration in collaborative networks, and end-to-end digital integration, as well as the respective sub-aspects. In order to evaluate the practical relevance of their findings, they conduct the mentioned structured interviews with experts from practice [5] .
Lu provides another general survey on I4.0, clustering related literature according to the five categories of concept and perspectives of I4.0, CPSs, key technologies, interoperability, and applications of I4.0 [39] . In the analysis of each of the five categories, Lu applies a particular focus on interoperability aspects of I4.0, developing a broad conceptual framework of the topic [39] .
Preuveneers & Ilie-Zudor, in turn, survey the general developments and trends in I4.0, identifying remaining challenges to the implementation of such activities which offer opportunities for future research [55] . The challenges identified and to be further researched are ways of guaranteeing predictable system behavior, quality assurance for context-aware behavior, risks with shifting intelligence from operators to automated systems, and compliance regulations and legal implications.
Finally, Pfohl et al. analyze the determinants for the diffusion of technological innovations under an I4.0 scenario in their structured literature review [51] while Hermann et al. survey the topic of design principles for I4.0 activities covered in corresponding research [22] 1 . The diffusion factors for technological innovations in I4.0 identified in the former study are the degree of maturity of the communication system, know-how of staff, industry-wide investment efficiency, and industry membership [51] .
Surveys on Industry 4.0 with a Focus on Human-Machine Interaction
A similar number of surveys covering specific facets of HMI or human factors in I4.0 has been identified in the course of collecting relevant literature for this paper. The vast majority of these studies is specifically oriented towards either VR or AR applications, or both, within I4.0 operations and, thus, covers only a subset of this paper's scope.
Büttner et al. conduct a survey on AR and VR applications in I4.0 manufacturing activities, more precisely on the available platform technologies and application areas, creating a smallscale design space for such Mixed Reality applications in manufacturing [6] . This design space differentiates among four general application scenarios and four types of Mixed Reality technology platforms available for application, respectively. The application scenarios are manufacturing, logistics, maintenance, or training while the available platforms comprise mobile devices (AR), projection (AR), and head-mounted displays (HMDs) (AR or VR).
Dini & Dalle Mura and Wang et al. both present surveys on AR applications, however not restricted to I4.0-related application scenarios [8, 82] . Dini & Dalle Mura investigate general commercial AR applications including besides industrial scenarios also, among others, civil engineering. The specific AR application scenarios which they examine based on related scientific literature are maintenance and repairing, inspection and diagnostics, training, safety, and machine setup [8] . Wang et al., in turn, examine scientific research on AR applications for assembly purposes from a time span of 26 years starting as early as 1990 and concentrating mainly on the period from 2005 until 2015. Thus, they extend the scope to many years before the advent of I4.0-related initiatives and ideas. The major application purposes of AR in assembly tasks which they investigate are assembly guidance, assembly design and planning, and assembly training [82] .
Lukosch et al. provide a literature review on AR applications with an even less specific focus on industrial deployment by examining the state of the art at the time in research on collaboration in AR considering a wide range of possible application fields, the industrial sector being only one of those [40] . As a result, they identify remaining research challenges relating to collaboration in AR which are the identification of suitable application scenarios and interaction paradigms as well as an enhancement of the perceived presence and situational awareness of remote users [40] .
Palmarini et al., in turn, conduct a structured literature review on different software development platforms and types of data visualization and hardware available for AR applications in various maintenance scenarios [47] . The aim and purpose of their study is to derive a generic guideline facilitating a firm's selection process of the appropriate type and design of AR application, tailored to the specific type of maintenance activity at hand which the firm is planning to enhance utilizing AR technology [47] .
Lastly, Choi et al. and Turner et al. provide surveys on VR technology in an industrial environment, the latter group of authors concentrating on a potential combination of VR technology with discrete event simulation for scenario testing in I4.0 activities [7, 74] . Choi et al., on the other hand, present a survey on VR applications in manufacturing, concentrating on potential contributions of VR deployment in the development process for new products and deriving a mapping of different types of VR technology towards the different steps of the product development process. Therefore, they consider applicability of various VR technologies for the phases of concept development, system-level design, design of details, testing and refinement, and launch of production [7] .
Besides those surveys on AR and VR applications, a literature review by Hecklau et al. exists on the major challenges as well as skills and competencies needed for future employees under an I4.0 scenario [21] . The authors utilize the insights from the literature analysis to structure the required skills according to different categories, based on which a competence model is created analyzing employees' levels of skills and competencies which will be particularly important in an I4.0 working environment. Those main categories for the competence model are technical, methodological, social, and personal competencies [21] .
Finally, it is important to highlight that this outline of related work does not claim to be exhaustive. Instead, it is rather supposed to provide an overview and an idea of other existing scientific literature regarding the topic and thereby underline that, to the best of the author's knowledge, a study highly similar to this paper does not exist. This observation serves for justifying the conduct of this study and, at the same time, implicates the necessary importance and relevance of the paper.
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR DEFINING AND ANALYZING A
TAXONOMY Having laid the foundations for an in-depth analysis of HMI in I4.0, the following section serves the purpose of explaining the methodological approach taken in this paper in order to define and analyze a comprehensive taxonomy of the topic.
Considering the abundance of scientific contributions towards HMI in I4.0 and the lack of a comprehensive study attempting to capture and structure the entirety of the topic's facets, the development of a taxonomy has been chosen as an appropriate tool to illustrate an integration of the topic's various sub-aspects.
For this purpose, the methodological approach of a structured literature review in the form of a survey has been applied in order to identify all of the most relevant aspects of the topic and to ground the derivation of a taxonomy on a broad basis of profound scientific publications. The overall approach, illustrated in Figure 1 , comprises four major methodological steps which are the initial collection of a literature sample, the subsequent filtering of this collection, the derivation of a taxonomy based on the filtered final sample, and the analysis of this taxonomy. The latter step, in turn, comprises the analysis of focal points in research on the topic of this paper and of potential patterns in the corresponding literature.
Sample Collection
Filtering of the Sample The aim is to develop a taxonomy reflecting past and current scientific efforts in the field which can, consequently, serve as an orientation for related researchers concerning available contributions and opportunities for further research. In particular, the taxonomy aims to grant inspiration for novel perspectives on unexplored combinations and interactions of two or more different facets of HMI in I4.0. Therefore, based on a large-scale survey, the taxonomy is supposed to integrate various, possibly heterogeneous perspectives of different authors.
Derivation of a Taxonomy
Analysis of the Taxonomy
Analysis of Focal Points
Analysis of Patterns
Literature Search for Initial Sample Collection
In a first step towards developing a taxonomy, potential scientific literature representing candidates for the final sample of relevant publications had to be collected.
For this purpose, an approach comparable to the search procedure in a survey by Lu [39] was chosen which is based on Webster & Watson [84] . However, the steps of going forward and backward, i.e. of including both the articles citing the publications identified in the keyword search and the articles cited by the identified publications, have been omitted.
Instead, the approach applied for sample collection includes the development of a rich set of keywords for literature search as well as the choice of keyword combinations to be used for search and of search platforms for implementation of the search. The subsequent steps comprise the actual conduct of several search rounds using different keyword combinations and search platforms and the corresponding decision which of the search results to include in the initial sample.
Development of a Set of Keywords
for Search The intention in relying on this approach, illustrated in Figure 2 , instead of following Webster & Watson [84] in going backward and forward has been to minimize the risk of remaining within a specific scope of research determined by the direction of the starting articles, i.e. the starting points for going forward and backward. Instead, the aim has been to achieve a comprehensive sample of publications representing different research streams and scientific perspectives on the topic. Besides, as described further below, the applied approach has resulted in a final sample of substantial size, making a procedure of going backward and forward for every article in the sample impractical under the scope of this paper.
Choice of Keyword Combinations
Choice of Search Platforms
Conduct
Regarding the identification of a set of keywords, considering the explicit focus of the paper on HMI in an I4.0 environment, the rationale was to combine a diverse collection of keywords aiming at HMI aspects with either Industry 4.0 or the German Industrie 4.0 occasionally used in scientific publications (see Section 2.3.1). This means that, for every search round, a specific keyword aiming at the HMI aspect was combined with either Industry 4.0 or Industrie 4.0.
The overall set of keywords covering the HMI aspect comprises Human-Machine Interaction, HMI, Virtual Reality, VR, Augmented Reality, AR, Human Role, Human-Centered Design, and Human-Machine Collaboration and is presented in Table 2 together with the I4.0 keywords.
Regarding the choice of a platform or digital library for implementation of the search, Google Scholar was chosen as the initial search medium. The reason for deploying Scholar was to increase the chances of identifying literature from diverse research streams, publishing entities, and possibly even scientific disciplines for a sample covering multiple perspectives on HMI in I4.0.
However, the opening search round using the string Human-Machine Interaction Industry 4.0 revealed the general observation that coverage in Google Scholar exceeds the aspired broadness of range by returning tremendous amounts of search results. Judging by titles, those results became ever less focused on topics related to HMI in I4.0 the lower down the paper in the order of results returned. Besides, those results revealed that a significant amount of articles with more suitable titles stemmed from Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) sources which is why, for the fifteen subsequent search rounds, IEEE's digital library IEEE Xplore was used instead of Google Scholar. Thereby, the thematic focusing of search results was supposed to be enhanced.
As a matter of fact, search rounds on IEEE Xplore returned significantly less results than provided by Google Scholar. While the initial round on the latter platform had returned more than 9,000 results, the highest number of articles returned in a single round on Xplore was 24. Therefore, all results returned by Xplore have been included in the initial sample whereas Scholar results have only been taken into consideration up to a maximum of 200 results per search round.
Overall, a total of twenty search rounds has delivered an initial sample of 504 search results. As described above, the first round was conducted using Google Scholar while the following fifteen search rounds were implemented on IEEE Xplore. In order to further expand the sample of 323 search results after these first sixteen rounds and to avoid an overly narrow focus on IEEE publications, the final four search rounds delivering the last 181 results for the initial sample were conducted on Google Scholar again.
Filtering of the Sample
Having collected a total of 504 search results as an initial sample for this survey, a crucial step in advance of developing a taxonomy of HMI in I4.0 has been to sort out those instances of the sample which were either redundant, not available for access, represented non-scientific publications, or proved to be focused on topics irrelevant to the development of the taxonomy. By eliminating the first three types of results from the initial sample, an intermediate sample of 330 articles was generated before a detailed analysis and evaluation of content-related match of those articles with the research focus of this paper has led to an eventual elimination of another 141 articles, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Thus, the final sample comprises 189 publications representing the basis for the development of a taxonomy of the topic.
In the following, this section describes the process of filtering the initial sample, as illustrated in total in Figure 3 , stepwise and in more detail. In a next, straightforward step, the retained 353 publications have been filtered for those not available for a detailed analysis due to the publishing entity denying access to the full text of the article. In total, eleven publications and their full texts have been inaccessible and, thus, have been removed from the sample.
Finally, another twelve publications have been removed from the sample of distinct search results because they did not represent a type of article conforming to standards and requirements of scientific publications. Among those, five articles represented white papers published by corporate entities, mostly consulting firms, and another five were publicly available patents. Lastly, one search result in the form of a collection of presentation slides instead of an actual article and one published Master thesis were discarded.
Altogether, removing 151 duplicated, eleven inaccessible, and twelve non-scientific publications from the initial sample of 504 search results led to an intermediate sample of 330 articles representing the basis for the in-depth analysis of literature contents towards the development of the taxonomy.
In the course of reading and analyzing the contents of the articles included in the intermediate sample, 141 papers have been identified as focusing on topics irrelevant to the scope of this paper. Therefore, in a final step in filtering the sample of search results, they have been removed from the intermediate sample.
In some cases, examining the title and abstract has sufficed to unequivocally determine that the respective article concentrated on topics irrelevant to this paper. In contrast, papers actually dedicated towards I4.0 have been read thoroughly before potentially deciding that they did not sufficiently cover aspects relevant to a taxonomy of HMI in I4.0 in order to be included in the final sample.
The following section describes the properties of the resulting final sample of 189 scientific publications which constitutes the basis for all of the following analyses conducted and presented in the course of this paper.
Description of the Final Sample.
The composition of the final sample can be analyzed with respect to different characteristics of the articles included. In particular, the final sample has been examined regarding the distribution of publication years and types as well as regions of origin among the total of 189 articles. In addition, the distribution of publication types has been scrutinized for conferences, (volumes of) specific journals, or books and book series more strongly represented within the sample.
The first notable fact when examining the articles' publication years is that there are three instances from a period before the actual establishment of the term and the concept of I4.0. The reason for including those articles into the final sample despite their age is the relevance and affiliation of their contents towards the focus of this paper, contributing insights concerning the cooperation of workers and robots in assembly lines in order to enhance flexibility [33] , a methodology for the analysis of quality in HMI [45] , and a very early and visionary concept of a human-machine interface implementing VR aspects [65] .
Apart from this triple of articles, only scientific publications from after 2012 are included in the final sample, with the largest share of 72 articles (38.1%) stemming from 2016. In general, the vast majority of publications stems from the period between 2015 and 2017, with another 22.2% and 21.7% of articles published in 2015 and 2017, respectively. Figure 4 presents an overview of the overall distribution of years of publication in the final sample including information on the respective types of publication as well as the corresponding overview for the distribution of types of publication. Noticeable in this regard is the fact that, relating to the main period from 2015 to 2017, the proportion of journal articles among the sample instances is by far the highest while, for the year before and after that period, conference proceedings represent the highest share. The predominant role of journal articles also applies to the overall sample, as can be inferred from Figure 4 as well. More than half of the sample papers were published in a scientific journal, the vast majority of which in the period from 2015 until 2017 and particularly in 2016, whereas conference proceedings make up a little more than a third of the sample and 8.5% of the articles were published in the form or as part of a book. The years of publication concerning conference proceedings and books are a little more evenly distributed among the five-year period from 2014 to 2018 compared to journal articles.
Besides, the final sample comprises two published working papers focusing on topics relevant to the scope of this paper and another couple of articles or reports published by the German political foundation Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung also covering aspects relevant to this paper and authored by renowned German scientists.
On a more detailed level, it is worth examining the list of actual journals, conference proceedings, and books included in the sample. In total, the final literature sample comprises articles from 44 different scientific journals, conference proceedings from 54 series of scientific conferences, and thirteen distinct published books, nine of which are instances of one of eight different book series. Table 3 presents an overview of all journals and conferences represented at least threefold and of books and book series represented at least twice within the final sample of this paper. This includes Finally, the countries of origin of the articles have been analyzed. More precisely, for every publication in the sample, the country where the affiliated organization of the author(s) is domiciled has been determined. For that purpose, in case of various authors with differing geographic provenience, the country of origin of the article has been decided based on majority votes. In case of a tie, the country of the corresponding author's affiliated organization has been chosen, whereas in case of a lack of information concerning the corresponding author, origin has been based on the leading author.
Overall, publications from 32 different countries are included in the final sample. Ten of those countries appear exactly once, the same number of countries is represented twice among the sample. Another six countries, all from Europe, appear four times within the sample. Finally, five publications stem from Australia and Sweden, respectively, seven articles originated in China, ten in Spain, eleven in Italy, and 97 in Germany, which seems less striking when considering the overall origination of the I4.0 concept.
Summarizing on a broader level, 1.1% of publications included in the final sample stem from South America, 1.6% from Africa, 2.7% from North America, 3.7% from Australia and Oceania, 6.9% 
Analysis and Structuring of Literature Contents in the Final Sample
Based on the collected and filtered final sample of relevant scientific literature, fundamental data on the articles' contents has been collected and documented for the development of a taxonomy of HMI in I4.0 as well as for all subsequent analyses in this paper. For this purpose, every paper of the final sample has been read and analyzed thoroughly in order to identify the entirety of aspects of HMI in I4.0 addressed by the respective article.
To be more precise, a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet has been created serving as a tool for detailed documentation. A row has been dedicated for every article while each column, besides the one for the respective year of publication, represents a specific attribute identified as relevant to the development of a taxonomy of HMI in I4.0 during perusal of sample papers. In the course of analyzing an increasing number of papers, this collection of attributes had grown to reach an interim number of 154. Accordingly, the contents of all 189 sample articles have been analyzed, documenting for every article and attribute, in the respective cell of the spreadsheet, whether the attribute is addressed in the respective paper.
In order to derive a meaningful taxonomy of HMI in I4.0 from this massive and largely unstructured collection of data, the identified attributes have been clustered according to superordinate categories of the topic which they represent instances of. These categories, again, have been clustered according to the topic's focal points they address and then organized by arranging them in a hierarchy.
In doing this, the overall concept of HMI in I4.0 has been structured and systematically mapped in a taxonomy classifying the topic according to categories arranged in a three-level hierarchy. The structure of the hierarchy implies a detailing and further partitioning of elements from first-level categories down to third-level categories. Below the third level, the initial attributes are grouped according to the respective category which they represent a specification of.
For the final taxonomy and the following analyses of the paper, similar attributes have been merged and dispensable categories and attributes not essential to a comprehensive but, at the same time, focused description of the topic have been removed. Therefore, the final taxonomy and its three-level hierarchy of thematic categories are based on a foundation of 113 attributes for which coverage in each of the 189 sample articles has been documented thoroughly in the spreadsheet.
Analysis of the Data Collected for Content Documentation
Besides the initial development and derivation of the actual taxonomy, the detailed documentation of the article contents has served another purpose. In particular, the collected data set enables a quantitative analysis of the distribution and patterns of research interest among different thematic aspects complementing the qualitative structuring of the topic into a taxonomy of HMI in I4.0. The following subsections outline the methodology and steps implemented for this purpose which are an analysis of the relative frequencies of different taxonomy elements among the final sample as well as the application of machine learning algorithms for the purpose of data mining.
Analysis of the Relative Frequencies of Individual Taxonomy Elements.
In order to reveal potential disparities in the coverage of individual taxonomy elements among the entirety of sample articles, the total number of papers addressing each respective attribute of the taxonomy has been determined. Dividing this number by the overall size of the sample (189) has yielded the relative frequency of an attribute, stating the percentage share of articles discussing the concerned element. Knowing the relative frequencies allows for a detection of those instances representing a focal point of research on the topic of HMI in I4.0.
However, general research streams might not concentrate only on specific bottom-level attributes but, instead, focus on larger subsections of the taxonomy, represented by higher-level categories. In particular, if different authors consider varying attributes or manifestations of the same category, they still address the same higher-level aspect of the overall topic. Therefore, the Microsoft Excel documentation of attribute coverage has been extended to reflect also the prevalence and relative frequencies of higher-level categories among the final sample. For this purpose, a specific category has been marked as addressed by a respective article if the same applies to at least one of the attributes belonging to this category.
Data
Mining on the Documented Literature Contents. As a final step in the analysis of the taxonomy, data mining techniques have been applied to the underlying data reflecting the contents of the sample articles. The aim of mining the documented article contents is to uncover underlying patterns of research streams and related sub-aspects of the topic as potentially indicated by associations and interrelations present among the content-related sample data. For this purpose, a two-fold approach has been applied in order to scrutinize the collected data for both implicit association rules and classification rules to be derived from the data.
Regarding implementation, a set of machine learning algorithms has performed the data mining process. For that purpose, the open-source Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) workbench developed at University of Waikato, New Zealand has been deployed which provides a rich set of readily available machine learning algorithms [86] . For the analyses in the course of this paper, three of those algorithms have been deployed. Those are the Apriori algorithm searching for the best association rules according to specifiable parameters as well as the classifiers ZeroR and JRip.
Initially, following the CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) process model, the aims targeted at in applying data mining techniques have been determined by formulating the research questions RQ3.1 and RQ3.2 (business understanding).
Based on the collected set of data available and the research questions pursued, the decision has been made to reduce the data set reflecting sample literature contents to a level of specifying prevalence of only the third-level categories of the taxonomy. Thus, individual attributes and categories of the first and second level as well as data on their coverage in sample articles have been removed from the data set (data preparation).
Determined in the data understanding phase, the reason for studying data on third-level categories instead of attributes of the taxonomy is the lower number of categories compared to attributes. Thus, chances are higher for the algorithms to identify meaningful associations and relations in the data due to a lower ratio of attributes 2 to sample instances in the data set [88] . First-and second-level categories, on the other hand, are discarded in order to avoid auto-correlation among sample data, given that coverage of a lower-level category implies coverage of its superordinate categories.
The first algorithm applied on the reduced data set in the modeling phase is the Apriori algorithm to find association rules within the data [89] . This means that item sets, i.e. attribute values or combinations of values of different attributes, are searched which, when observed within a sample instance, appear together with a specific value of another attribute [89] .
Finally, the Weka workbench has also been applied in order to identify models classifying instances regarding the value of a specific attribute in the data set, called the class [86] . The aim for the algorithm deployed is to determine a set of e.g. rules or a function which enables predicting the value of the class if the set of values of the other attributes is known for a specific instance [86] . For this purpose, the algorithm requires a data set as input, called the training set, used for learning and identifying the classification model. The aim is to determine a model classifying any conceivable instance from the real world, i.e. of the overall population, as accurately as possible.
The accuracy of the model derived from the training set, i.e. from an assumed random sample of the population, should be evaluated on another independent sample, the test set [87] .
Weka offers stratified cross-validation as a testing option for classification models which is used with ten folds in this study as part of the evaluation phase of CRISP-DM. In ten-fold stratified cross-validation, the group of instances in the overall data set is split into ten equal parts where, in each fold, the values of the class attribute are distributed according to their distribution in the overall data set [87] . Then the algorithm performs ten rounds of building a classification model based on a training set comprising nine of the ten folds and each time tests the model's classification accuracy on the tenth fold whereby each fold serves as the test set once. In an eleventh round, the algorithm uses the entire data set as training set to develop the final classification model whose accuracy is estimated to be the mean of the tested accuracies of the previous ten rounds [87] .
For the purpose of this study, the used classification algorithm has been run ten times for every class attribute using a different seed value for the randomization procedure inherent to the algorithm in each round. The mean of the ten accuracies, each one estimated using ten-fold stratified cross-validation respectively, is supposed to represent a more reliable estimate of the true accuracy of classification models produced by the algorithm for the respective class [87] .
From the multitude of available classification algorithms in the Weka workbench, JRip has been chosen to identify a model for each attribute. However, the classification model produced by JRip has not been accepted in case its estimated accuracy turned out lower than the baseline accuracy of the classification model delivered by the ZeroR algorithm (evaluation phase). The ZeroR model neglects any attribute value in predicting an instance's class value because ZeroR only delivers one simple unconditional classification rule stating that the class value of any instance is predicted to be the specific class value appearing most frequently among all instances of the training set [87] .
As another means of verifying the meaningfulness of the models accepted based on a comparison to the baseline accuracy, Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) area values of those models have been examined which should be greater than 0.5 (cf. [54] ). A more detailed rationale for applying JRip and considering ZeroR and ROC area values for evaluation purposes is provided in Section 6.2.2.
RESULTS RQ1: A TAXONOMY OF HUMAN-MACHINE INTERACTION IN
INDUSTRY 4.0 After the detailed description of the methodology applied in this study, the following section presents the initial principal outcome and result of the implemented analyses. In particular, this means that the first main research question motivating this paper, i.e. RQ1, is supposed to be answered by providing a structuring of the overall topic of HMI in I4.0 in terms of a comprehensive taxonomy.
As stated in subsection 1.2, RQ1 asks what the current state of the art in HMI research in the area of I4.0 is. In order to holistically capture the concept of HMI in I4.0 as discussed in scientific literature, its various facets and sub-aspects have been captured, systematically structured, and described in terms of a comprehensive taxonomy. This model, illustrated in Figure 6 , reflects the focal points and analytic approaches towards the topic deployed in related research.
As can be deduced from Figure 6 , the taxonomy is subdivided into three top-level categories corresponding to the main features of the topic represented by Human, Machine, and Interaction. The rationale behind this classification is to highlight the distinction between the two major types of intrinsically different agents in I4.0 scenarios, i.e. the human operator and the machine entity. Still, in the course of HMI processes, these two types of actors are supposed to interact and collaborate purposefully and successfully as an integral part of I4.0 activities. This potentially complex and sophisticated interaction implicates a variety of different facets to analyze and take into account if HMI in an I4.0 environment is supposed to function appropriately which is why the third category besides the human and machine entity is dedicated towards their interaction.
Shifting the focus to a broader perspective of examining the overall taxonomy, Figure 6 reveals that, on the second level of hierarchy, both the human and interaction category comprise four subcategories, respectively, while the machine part is detailed into three spheres on the intermediate level. Finally, on the lowest level of categories constituting the taxonomy, the human sector comprises eleven distinct elements, the interaction part entails ten subcategories, and the machine subsection adds another eight detailed categories to the taxonomy.
In the following, this section describes each of the three top-level categories and their respective lower-level elements in more detail, including overviews over the detailed attributes representing the bottom level of the hierarchy.
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The Human Dimension
Starting with the Human subsection, the structure of the taxonomy shall be described down to the lowest level of elements, i.e. the attributes. For that reason, Figure 7 displays the corresponding subsection of the overall taxonomy, complemented by a table specifying the respective attributes of the bottom-level categories.
Considering the human entity in processes of HMI in I4.0, four major aspects can be identified and distinguished, namely the tasks to be performed by human operators in future manufacturing activities, the role humans are supposed to assume in complex I4.0 production systems, the demands placed on staff in order to be able to fulfill those designated tasks and roles, and the requirements regarding the available educational and qualifying measures to be provided by governmental and corporate entities in order to provide for the future I4.0 workforce.
Tasks. The tasks of human operators in I4.0 operations, in turn, can be described in terms of their characteristics and the actual types of activities they encompass. According to insights from relevant scientific literature included in the final sample, human tasks in I4.0 will be diverse and novel and continue to evolve quickly (e.g. [11, 28] ). While some authors expect human tasks to be highly process-oriented (e.g. [77] ), human operators will also be expected to perform those spontaneous activities that are difficult to foresee and plan in advance (e.g. [68] ).
Accordingly, an important type of human tasks in I4.0 operations will be the intervention in case of failure (e.g. [56] ). Besides, an important scope of human activities will be the mental work of
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Visualization of Data and Information Fig. 7 . A Taxonomy of HMI in I4.0 -Human subsection planning and engineering, thus specifying processes and production plans whose implementation and consequential output human operators then monitor and verify, respectively (e.g. [18] ). On the other hand, I4.0 activities might still imply more hands-on tasks for human operators, in particular manual assembly and machine operating (e.g. [20] ). What combines most of those activities in I4.0 is that the vast majority might, to some degree, entail the interpretation of data and information provided for the execution of a specific task (e.g. [90] ).
Roles. In performing the tasks described, human operators will assume specific roles within I4.0 processes, especially with regard to a differentiation from the role of machine entities in HMI procedures. With a more strategic outlook, employees are supposed to act as decision-makers and coordinators concerning the alignment of value creation processes (e.g. [68] ). Besides, human agents are seen as a source and potential producers of knowledge in the organization (e.g. [53] ).
From a more operative perspective, human operators are expected to assume the role of a flexible problem-solver and of a controlling instance and supervisor of ongoing activities. Altogether, this implies an increase in the degree of responsibility employees throughout the organizational structure, down to shop floor operators, are supposed and entitled to assume (e.g [18] ).
Finally, a couple of authors also shift the focus on the human role away from solely considering employees and towards the role as a customer in an I4.0 environment where innovative digital and online solutions enable the customer to actively participate in product design or configuration (e.g. [83] ).
Demands on Staff. Coming back to the intra-firm perspective on employees, the demands placed on staff in comparison to industrial activities prior to I4.0 inception are considered to be partly new and extended which, as a consequence, requires employees to undergo further training (e.g. [60] ). With regard to the expected personality traits of employees, working in an I4.0 environment will require both a certain degree of personal flexibility and a necessary sense of responsibility (e.g. [3] ).
Looking more precisely at the actual skills employees are expected to provide, these can be both more generalist or more specialized. This means that the required skill set might comprise the capability for abstraction and comprehensive process thinking, social skills, and inter-disciplinary skills (e.g. [23] ), as well as quantitative and IT, media, and technological skills (e.g. [3] ).
Considering the extent and broadness of demands on staff, employees will need to be willing to undergo qualifying measures, likely in the form of lifelong learning during the entire professional career (e.g. [93] ). Besides, learning on the job and from colleagues in the course of inter-employee knowledge transfer represent vital opportunities for staff to acquire crucial skills and knowledge (e.g. [50] ).
Demands on Qualifying Measures. The last interim-level category picks up on the aspect of qualifying the future I4.0 workforce, specifying demands placed on governments and firms concerning educational and training opportunities to be offered. Regarding the actual educational content offered, sample literature mainly concentrates on training on new technologies and education in MINT subjects (e.g. [28] ).
Besides, the taxonomy differentiates among specific means of knowledge and skill mediation addressed among the sample articles. While, in general, new training forms and an adjustment of the educational system are requested (e.g. [71] ), learning factories and personalized training are the most often-cited specific means of effectively imparting necessary knowledge to trainees (e.g. [19] ). In addition, forms of computer-aided virtual training and a round-based training concept, e.g. incorporating gamification elements, are considered to be potentially appropriate and useful (e.g. [17] ).
The Machine Dimension
As indicated above, the Machine subsection of the taxonomy is split into only three interim-level categories, which describe and define the role and functionality machine entities assume and provide in HMI processes as opposed to the role and the tasks of human actors, the type and means of visualization of data and information, and the hardware components deployed for those purposes. Again, the corresponding part of the overall taxonomy, complemented by a table listing the respective attributes of the third-level categories, is illustrated in Figure 8 .
Human
Machine Interaction
Visualization of Data and Information Assuming a passive role, the machine entity can provide a functionality of monitoring manual workflows (e.g. [85] ) or diagnosing roots of emerging problems, both machine-internal and external (e.g. [58, 90] ). A particularly crucial passive functionality is the continuous collection, aggregation, preparation, and visualization of data and information (e.g. [18] ), e.g. in order to facilitate human operators' fulfillment of the role of a strategic decision-maker.
Providing more active functionality, the automated system actively supports and assists the human actor, also comprising active physical support as a means of compensating e.g. for decreasing human capabilities with rising age of employees (e.g. [60] ). Besides acting as a mere assistant for human operators, machine entities can assume the role of an active and equal collaborator of humans on joint activities, sharing and dividing tasks according to the respective strengths (e.g. [79] ). As another active functionality complementary to the tasks of the human operator specified in subsection 5.1, the machine entity can implement the production strategies and plans specified by a human (e.g. [18] ). Information Visualization. Concerning visualization of data and information, scientific literature differentiates among various techniques to augment the perceived view of the recipient of information while there are different technologies available to display this information to the human eye.
For the former, literature differentiates among three techniques to modify and enhance the visual perception of a human user which are examined and deployed in various combinations in different articles. The visual field can be enhanced by adding realistic 3D virtual objects to the real-world view or by adding common graphical elements from traditional illustration, e.g. arrows, which are clearly distinct from the underlying view of reality. Besides, the general view of the environment can be modified by changing contrast or color saturation (e.g. [46] ).
As a means of implementing those visual augmentations, different technologies are available to display information to the human eye. An intuitive solution is the use of video see-through technology displaying digitally enhanced camera footage of the real world on a screen (e.g. [52] ). As an alternative technology, optical see-through is available, allowing the user to retain a view of the actual environment through a transparent medium like glass and displaying only the added virtual objects digitally (e.g. [14] ). Hence, in contrast to video see-through solutions, the user's view of the real world will remain intact in case of a shutdown of the digital display [70] . This advantage also applies to the third information display technology covered in sample articles which is in-situ projection deploying physical objects from the environment as a screen surface upon which a projector projects digital information and images (e.g. [16] ).
Hardware Components. In order to complement the description of the machine entity in HMI processes under I4.0, the taxonomy includes a specification of the hardware components employed in order to implement the machine's functionality and information visualization. In this context, articles included in the final sample discuss different ways of achieving context-awareness of the automated system and different hardware platforms for user input and visual output as well as hybrid input-output platforms.
As a means of achieving context-awareness of CPSs, a multitude of sensors like power meters, accelerometers, thermometers, or others [36] as well as radio-frequency identification (RFID) chips and positioning systems like Global Positioning System (GPS) and indoor solutions (e.g. [18] ) are available.
Besides, an important aspect of HMI process design in I4.0 is the choice of respective input and output platforms. In this regard, common hand-held devices from the consumer market, i.e. mainly tablets and smartphones, represent a hybrid solution potentially suitable for industrial applications as well (e.g. [41] ).
Regarding dedicated output platforms used for visualization purposes, different studies address either stationary screens and monitors (e.g. [37] ) or different types of HMDs like smart glasses although authors only rarely define whether the respective study focuses on stereoscopic or monoscopic HMDs (e.g. [27] ).
Finally, designated input platforms serving as a means for human user input can be represented by mechanical devices like manual controllers (e.g. [35] ) or other control devices like keyboards and foot pedals (e.g. [15] ). Besides, user input can be registered by cameras in the form of image capturing of the user and by wearable sensors directly capturing user motion (e.g. [31] ).
The Interaction Dimension
The subsection of the taxonomy describing the character of interaction between human and machine entity in I4.0 is split into four categories defining the location and the means of interaction, the UIs employed, and the goals of interaction. Figure 9 provides a comprehensive overview over this Interaction part including a detailed enumeration of the attributes specifying the third-level categories.
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Visualization of Data and Information Fig. 9 . A Taxonomy of HMI in I4.0 -Interaction subsection Location of Interaction. The Interaction part of the taxonomy analyzes the intra-firm location of HMI with respect to the organizational structure, i.e. functional units, and the physical location of interaction. The latter can be either fixed to a specific workplace where HMI occurs, or modern technologies featuring ubiquitous connectivity and information availability enable arbitrary interaction possibilities for the human operator (e.g. [18] ). Apart from that, considering the topic, it seems little surprising that a majority of sample articles analyzes HMI in a production or manufacturing environment. However, the implications of I4.0 for HMI processes are also scrutinized regarding logistics operations, both internal and beyond company borders (e.g. [2] ).
Means of Interaction. A decisive aspect when designing HMI modules for modern I4.0 production systems is obviously the actual means of interaction or, more precisely, of communicating bidirectionally. In this context, the taxonomy distinguishes between human-to-machine (H2M) and machine-to-human (M2H) communication. A way for the system to communicate to the user, in that sense, is to convey messages to operators via their end devices (e.g. [32] ) or to control their attention physically via haptic impulses and feedback (e.g. [53] ).
More intuitive ways of communication and interaction have also been established for industrial H2M communication in the form of touch interfaces ( [12] ), natural language interfaces, i.e. voice control, gesture control including machines mimicking human motion, or even interaction via human gaze, implemented by the machine tracking and interpreting the user's line of sight (e.g. [52] ).
User Interfaces. A lot of attention in research related to HMI in I4.0 is spent on UIs which the taxonomy describes in terms of their characteristics, types, functionality, and application scenarios, the latter being wide and diverse. UIs are deployed for HMI processes in planning, design, and scenario simulation during product development, in training, monitoring and quality control, as well as in maintenance activities (e.g. [58] ). More precisely, UIs are applied to convey instructions to operators, to provide navigation services, i.e. guidance (e.g. [4] ), or to enable operators to control industrial robots, even remotely (e.g. [79] ). Besides, advanced UIs can be used to provide valueadded services to providers and especially clients, e.g. by supplying digital manuals for installation and/or maintenance of delivered products (e.g. [53] ).
In order to be suitable for these application scenarios, UIs provide various functionalities. As a means to avoid overwhelming the user with an abundance of information and selection options, UIs should implement context-and problem-specific reduction of complexity and information provision (e.g. [18] ). In order to enable navigation and accurate instructions, tracking of relevant components in the environment and tracking of the actual user are required (e.g. [52] ). Considering the size of regular industrial organizations and the number of human operators, a UI should allow for adding of knowledge components by the user in order to make them available and accessible for other users via the UI (e.g. [12] ). At the same time, providing worker-individual feedback is important in many applications like accurate assembly instructions (e.g. [16] ). Finally, in reference to the human role of a customer involved in product design, a potential UI offered online to customers is supposed to implement a 3D interactive tool for individual product configuration (e.g. [92] ).
Regarding possible types of UIs, a typical UI still occasionally employed or studied for I4.0 purposes is the traditional GUI implementing WIMP properties (e.g. [71] ). However, more innovative and intuitive forms of UIs are on the rise and intensely studied in various sample articles. In general, UIs of a post-WIMP type, so-called NUIs, are addressed in order to facilitate and foster HMI processes in I4.0 (e.g. [46] ). In particular, UIs implementing VR or especially AR have received significant attention among I4.0-related research (e.g. [49] ).
Irrespective of the specific type implemented, UIs in an I4.0 context are mainly characterized by one or several of the following properties: While generally being described as intelligent in a number of articles, UIs might, in particular, provide context-and user group-sensitivity, implying a capability to adapt features like layout, options, and information offered to the current usage situation at hand (e.g. [18] ). Furthermore, depending on the application scenario, various studies discuss the use of mobile and potentially web-based UIs (e.g. [43] ).
Goals. In conclusion of both the description of the Interaction part and of the structure of the overall taxonomy, the Goals subsection consists of goals for the UI and goals to be achieved by implementing successful HMI in general.
Concerning the latter, on an individual employee level, human capabilities are supposed to be enhanced through the interplay with machines in their assistive role described in subsection 5.2 which shall, in turn, lead to an enhancement of human productivity and quality of work and a reduction in the number of operators' errors (e.g. [57] ). Besides, context-specific provision of data and information in HMI aims at improving human decision quality (e.g. [75] ).
From an overall organizational perspective, HMI aims for a general increase in productivity by means of improved human intervention into automated processes (e.g. [53] ). In addition, combining the strengths of humans and machines in meaningful HMI processes targets at increasing manufacturing flexibility in order to reach unprecedented degrees of product customization (e.g. [93] ).
Regarding the benefits for the users themselves, HMI processes in I4.0 aim for an improvement of human working conditions and a reduction of professional and, thereby, social exclusion by e.g. compensating for declining cognitive and physical capabilities of older employees, securing employability across different generations of the workforce (e.g. [60] ). Working conditions, in that respect, comprise various factors like occupational health, ergonomics, and safety level at the workplace. Furthermore, regarding employee development and attitude, relying on appropriate and effective means of HMI is supposed to foster training efficiency and operators' motivation and engagement at work (e.g. [68] ).
Narrowing the focus to goals for the UIs, the most important aim for any purposeful UI, especially in industrial contexts, is its usability, comprising e.g. the ease of use, intuitiveness in handling, and the resulting user experience and acceptance (e.g. [17] ). Besides, UIs are supposed to deliver transparency of system behavior to the user and shall orchestrate an optimal dynamic task allocation among human and machine entities (e.g. [73] ). Therefore, UI development aims at interfaces featuring adaptivity and learning capabilities so that, ultimately, UIs accurately adapt to the current situational context at run-time (e.g. [18] ). Finally, regarding application for purposes of monitoring or providing instructions to operators, an aspired UI shall be capable to identify the current process steps performed by workers in order to evaluate their accuracy and intervene in case of deviations from the ideal or planned procedure (e.g. [38] ).
ANALYSIS OF THE TAXONOMY
Having answered RQ1 by defining and describing a comprehensive taxonomy of HMI in I4.0, the consequential question arises whether there are notable differences in the extent to which the individual elements of the taxonomy are discussed in the articles of the final sample. This question is of particular interest regarding RQ2 and the identification of focal points and potential research streams in the field. Thereby, such concentrations, if identified, can provide orientation for both researchers and practitioners concerning the state of the art in development and knowledge regarding different aspects and technologies of HMI in I4.0.
Besides, when analyzing potential research streams on specific sub-aspects of the overall topic reflected in the final sample of this paper, an important question to answer is RQ3 asking for identifiable patterns in the data collected on sample literature contents. Therefore, the following section provides answers to both RQ2 and RQ3 and the respective sub-questions.
Results RQ2: Main Foci in Related Research
Based on the insights gained from analyzing literature contents in the final sample, the above-raised question has to be confirmed since there are notable differences in the extent to which different elements of the taxonomy from the same level of hierarchy are covered and discussed among the sample articles. In order to substantiate this result, the following section analyzes the prevalence of top-level to third-level categories of the taxonomy in the final sample.
In the form of a heatmap, Figure 10 presents an overview over the frequencies with which the individual categories are addressed in the final sample. To be precise, the color coding of a category indicates the share of articles discussing the respective category by addressing one or more of its lowest-level attributes.
The top-level categories are subject to a special color coding, given that each one is covered in the vast majority of sample articles. Still, it is noteworthy that only the Interaction section is addressed in every paper while 188 of 189 articles discuss the machine entity. Five sample instance, however, cover the topic of HMI in I4.0 without explicitly considering aspects of the taxonomy's Human section.
Regarding the interim-and bottom-level categories, a five-sector scale has been chosen to visualize differences in the prevalence of individual elements. The lowest three sectors correspond to the first three quartiles while the top quartile is split into a sector covering the top 10% and the lower 15% of the highest quartile.
What is noticeable at first glance is that there are remarkable differences in the prevalence of individual categories and of larger sections of the taxonomy. In particular, the Interaction section is not just the only top-level category addressed in every sample paper, but it also comprises Human Machine
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Inner Circle: On the other hand, there are sub-aspects of the taxonomy which seemingly have been studied less frequently and intensively in related scientific literature, meaning that less than half of the sample articles have taken into account attributes of these categories. Regarding the Interaction part, this only concerns the section defining the different means of interaction and communication as well as the separate bottom-level categories of UI functionalities and the physical location of interaction. Similarly, in the analysis of the machine entity, the section describing the visualization of data and information and the different types of hardware components except for those ensuring context-awareness have been considered less frequently. In contrast, large parts of the Human section have been studied less often. Those are the demands placed on the qualification measures for employees and those placed on staff members themselves as well as the categories of the human role as a customer and the characteristics of operators' tasks.
More detailed insights regarding the taxonomy elements which have been studied and considered relatively intensively, in contrast, are provided and interpreted in the following subsubsections. Thereby, the results on foci in research related to HMI in I4.0 are supposed to be substantiated in order to answer RQ2 comprehensively by analyzing and answering each of its three sub-questions. Regarding interim-level categories, it can be inferred from Figure 10 that only the tasks and the role to be assumed by the human operator are discussed in at least half of the sample papers which is why bottom-level categories of such prevalence only exist in these two subsubsections. Those categories are the actual activities and the role of employees in mainly strategic as well as operative activities.
However, it is worth examining the actual shares of articles addressing the individual categories in more detail. In particular, it seems noteworthy that the demands on staff, with 48.7%, missed the chosen critical value of 50% only marginally. Thus, despite the classification on the heatmap, they seem to be regarded as a significant aspect in research when analyzing future HMI processes in I4.0.
Nevertheless, the dominance of the human tasks and roles is confirmed as 87.8% and 71.4% of sample papers discuss those categories of the Human section, respectively. Especially instances of activities to be performed by humans are quoted regularly (86.2% of articles) while the strategic and operative roles of humans are discussed in approximately half of the articles, with rather strategic roles being considered slightly more often (53.4% as opposed to 50.2%). Raising the level of detail in the analysis of prevalent taxonomy elements from the Human section, the bottom-level attributes addressed in at least one fifth of sample articles have been identified. The chosen critical value for attributes to be considered as relatively prevalent has been lowered to 20% to reflect the circumstances of the large number of different attributes and the fact that different authors might address a similar issue by considering different instances from a collection of related attributes. Furthermore, out of a total of 113 attributes of the overall taxonomy, exactly 39 surpass the value of 20% which means that around one third of attributes are considered as prevalent. This approximately coincides with the evaluation of interim-and bottom-level categories in Section 6.1 where twelve out of 40 categories are addressed in at least 75% of articles.
As can be inferred from Figure 11 , there are, on the one hand, comparatively few attributes from the Human section surpassing the chosen critical value of 20% while, on the other hand, those attributes which do surpass the 20% are addressed particularly often. This implies a relatively skewed distribution of prevalence concerning the total of attributes from the Human section. More precisely, while slightly more than a third of all attributes of the taxonomy surpass the value of 20%, less than a quarter of the attributes from the Human section are discussed so frequently. However, of the nine prevalent attributes from this part of the taxonomy, none is addressed in less than 25% of the sample papers.
In general, the impression is reinforced that, regarding a consideration of the human entity, research on HMI in I4.0 is strongly focused on different tasks to be performed by operators. The activity most often quoted is the intervention in case of failures in the production process, corresponding to a large number of studies assigning the role of a flexible problem-solver to human operators. The most prevalent view of the human's role in I4.0 activities, and at the same time the most frequent attribute of the Human section, however, is that of a strategic decision-maker. Thus, researchers expect employees from various levels of hierarchy to be faced with the challenge and the opportunity to make critical decisions regarding relevant process parameters. Finally, as indicated above, the significance of the demands on staff should not be underrated, considering that 28.6% of all sample articles expect that transition to I4.0 will require further training of employees. Besides, more than 19% of studies mention flexibility as a required personality trait for operators, failing the 20% value only marginally. While only marginally less than nine in ten sample articles (89.9%) discuss the role and functionality provided by the machine and 84.7% and 58.7% of papers address the Active and Passive sub-categories, respectively, the subsubsection of the hardware components represents a very interesting special case. Although 93.1% of the articles in the final sample elaborate on the aspect of implemented hardware components, none of their lower-level sub-categories is addressed in at least 75% of the papers. Hence, the vast majority of articles considers hardware components, however with varying foci. In fact, in total, 80 sample papers (42.3%) address output and hybrid input-output platforms, respectively, while only 47 papers address both simultaneously. Furthermore, 138 papers (73.0%) discuss different components ensuring context-awareness of automated systems.
Examining the prevalence of specific attributes of the Machine section confirms the focal points being output and hybrid input-output platforms, hardware components for context-awareness, as well as active and passive functionalities provided by the machine entity (see Figure 12 ). In particular, the machine's role as an active support and assistance system for human operators represents not only the most frequently quoted machine attribute but also the second-most frequent attribute of the overall taxonomy. Besides, the crucial contribution of sensors in achieving contextaware systems and the fundamental role of automated systems of passively collecting, aggregating, and visualizing data and information for human users are also reflected in the data. Finally, the advanced output platform of a not further specified HMD is studied intensively in exactly one third of sample publications, partially of an explorative and experimental character, while the use of well-established input-output platforms from the consumer market, i.e. devices like tablet computers and smartphones, for industrial applications has been examined in 42.3% of all sample articles.
RQ2.3: Focal Points in Research Regarding the Interaction Aspect.
As an answer to the third sub-question of RQ2, the most prevalent elements of the Interaction section among the sample articles shall be examined.
Considering the interim-and bottom-level categories of the taxonomy, it can be stated that more than 90% of sample articles dedicate their analysis of HMI processes in I4.0 to one or more specific functional units of a manufacturing organization. Still, the sub-aspects of the interaction part most intensively studied are the UIs deployed and the goals to be achieved, covered by 93.1% and 95.2% of articles, respectively. Particularly the interaction goals are addressed in almost 90% of publications while both the specific goals for the UIs implemented and their application scenarios are discussed in slightly more than 75% of sample articles. Besides application, also the other sub-categories of UIs represent aspects attracting substantial attention in related research. To be precise, the characteristics and types of UIs implemented are specified in 62.4% and 65.1% of sample papers, respectively, while different kinds of functionality provided by those UIs are discussed in only marginally less than half (49.7%) of the sample instances.
Considering the fact that, overall, approximately one third of all attributes surpass the chosen critial value of 20% while only 22.5% of the attributes from the Human section (cf. Figure 11 ) and 29.2% of the attributes describing the machine entity (cf. Figure 12 ) surpass that value, the share of comparatively prevalent instances among the Interaction section will consequently be higher than a third. This inference is confirmed by Figure 13 , stating that 46.9% of attributes from the Interaction section are discussed in more than 20% of sample papers.
Regarding the much-discussed subsubsection of goals pursued, the instances most often addressed are usability of the UI and improved working conditions as well as high degrees of product customization by means of successful HMI. Besides, mostly goals concerning the enhancement of human capabilities and performances are frequently addressed, altogether suggesting that a large stream of research on the topic primarily regards HMI as a means of efficiently supporting and enhancing the human entity. Concerning UI types, it seems striking how many studies are dedicated towards AR which represents one of the most often-quoted attributes of the overall taxonomy, reflecting the large number of articles explicitly studying a specific type of AR application for industrial purposes. Mainly, those are applications for maintenance purposes or generally visualizing instructions to human operators, explaining their prevalence as separate attributes (36.0% and 42.9%, respectively). Apart from UI types and applications, their characteristic and functionality of exerting sensitivity and adaptivity towards the situational context seems to be regarded as significant by various authors. Finally, various modern interaction technologies as a means of H2M 
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Results RQ3: Identifiable Patterns in Related Research
After the description of relative frequencies of individual taxonomy elements as an answer to RQ2 and its sub-questions, the following section presents the results on underlying patterns in the collected data on the coverage of third-level categories in the final sample. Therefore, research questions RQ3.1 and RQ3.2 are analyzed in order to derive association and classification rules from the available set of data, respectively.
RQ3.1: Derivation of Association
Rules from the Content-Related Data. Relating to RQ3.1, data mining techniques are deployed in order to uncover associations among the prevalence of different third-level categories. Thereby, categories can be identified for which the decision of authors on whether or not to address this category in a specific scientific work on HMI in I4.0 exerts a strong association with the authors' respective decision concerning one or more other elements of the taxonomy. Thus, the identification of such relationships, in case they are positive, can be interpreted as a hint that authors from the considered research field regard the associated categories as related contentwise. For the purpose of determining association rules with a specified minimum confidence and the highest possible support [89] , Weka's Apriori algorithm has been applied to the set of data describing the coverage of third-level categories in the sample articles. This means that item sets, i.e. values of specific attributes of the data set or combinations of values of different attributes, are searched which, when observed within a sample instance, appear together with a specific value of another attribute. Minimum confidence has been set to 0.9 which means that for at least 90% of the sample instances with the specified item set, the value of the associated attribute must equal the specific value in order for this relation to qualify for an association rule. Of all association rules identified, Apriori has been instructed to output the five rules with the highest support, i.e. with the largest number of sample articles for which the identified rule actually holds [89] .
Unfortunately, applying Apriori to the data set comprising the total of 29 third-level categories as well as the publication year of the respective article as data attributes yields barely meaningful results. Four of the best five association rules identified specify a category whose status (addressed or not addressed) in an article is highly related to the aspect of the human role as a customer not being addressed in the respective article. These associations mainly lack an intuitive rationale and largely follow from the fact that, generally, 93.7% of sample articles neglect the category of the human role as a customer.
In order to identify a more diverse set of association rules with a more meaningful interpretation, the attribute as Customer has been removed from the data set and the Apriori algorithm has been run a second time in another iteration of the data preparation and modeling phases of CRISP-DM. However, the consecutive output based on the reduced data set exerts similar features, mainly naming elements associated with the category Functional Units being addressed in an article. Accordingly, Functional Units has been removed as well before running Apriori again, just like Educational Subject/Content after this third trial.
After removing as Customer, Functional Units, and Educational Subject/ Content, the following five rules have been determined:
(1) Goals for the UI (Addressed) =⇒ Interaction Goals (Addressed) (2) Required Skill Set (Not Addressed) =⇒ Required Personality Traits (Not Addressed) (3) Required Skill Set (Not Addressed) =⇒ Means of Skill Mediation (Not Addressed) (4) Augmentation Technique Visual Field (Not Addressed) =⇒ Technology Information Display (Not Addressed) (5) Human Activities / Tasks (Addressed) =⇒ Interaction Goals (Addressed) All of those association rules have an intuitive interpretation for the final deployment phase of the CRISP-DM process model. It seems that authors discussing the goals for applied UIs mostly regard them in a broader perspective, considering how they contribute to the achievement of general goals for HMI in I4.0. These interaction goals also seem to be of high relevance when discussing future human tasks, consistent with the notion that augmented operators will be supported by technology in performing their tasks (cf. [85] ). On the other hand, not considering the required human skill set obviously makes a discussion of means of mediating skills to employees redundant while it also seems to imply that the respective authors forego a discussion of required human characteristics in general, both regarding skill set and personality traits. Finally, a publication not discussing augmentation techniques for the visual field seems to indicate that the authors generally concentrate on sub-aspects other than the visualization of data and information to human operators.
RQ3.2: Derivation of Classification
Rules from the Content-Related Data. As a final step in analyzing the data collected on the sample literature, Weka's JRip classifier is supposed to identify potential classification rules regarding different third-level categories of the taxonomy. Such classifications can help researchers determine whether related research would generally be likely to consider a specific aspect of the topic given the remaining aspects supposed to be addressed in the study. Based on this information, unintended disregarding of important sub-aspects in the paper can be avoided or authors can deliberately concatenate different aspects of the overall topic not widely studied in combination yet.
Compared to other variants of classification, JRip regularly delivers a very lean and less complex model in the form of a manageable set of consecutive rules classifying an instance based on the values of a specific set of its attributes [89] . Particularly with regard to the number of third-level categories of the taxonomy (29) , models requiring the values of all attributes except for the class as input to predict an instance's class value as well as tree classifiers with too many branches are impractical and impede an intuitive interpretation of the classification model.
Overall, for thirteen out of 30 attributes in the data set, the classification model produced by the JRip algorithm is discarded because a simplistic and unconditional classification based on the rule delivered by ZeroR implies a higher estimated accuracy. More precisely, the model of rules produced by JRip is not considered meaningful or as adding valuable information if its accuracy is estimated to be lower than that of an unconditional classification rule relying solely on the most prevalent class value in the training set [87] .
Furthermore, the identified classification rules for another six class attributes are not considered for further analysis (i.e. deployment) because their estimated classification accuracy does not exceed that of the corresponding rule determined by ZeroR by more than 3.6 percentage points while for the remaining eleven classification models, this difference is larger than five percentage points. Thus, for those eleven class attributes, the chances are higher that JRip provides a significantly higher mean classification accuracy than ZeroR.
As stated in Section 4.4.2, ROC area values of the accepted and considered models are examined as another means of verifying their meaningfulness. For a random and thus uninformed or worthless classifier, ROC area would be expected to be close to 0.5 while a perfect classifier would exhibit a ROC area of 1 given that it would always predict articles actually addressing a specific category to address the category (true positive rate of 1) and would never predict articles not discussing a specific category to address this element (false positive rate of 0) [54] .
Considering that the unconditional classification models delivered by ZeroR predict all instances to have the same class value, true and false positive rate for a specific class value are equal (either 0 or 1) which is also expected for a random classifier (rates are expected to be equal, not necessarily 0 or 1) [54] . Thus, these uninformed models are expected to exhibit a ROC area value similar to a random classifier. A classification model based on JRip, on the other hand, if meaningful and informed, should be closer to the perfect classifier's true and false positive rates and exhibit a ROC area greater than 0.5 (cf. [54] ).
Indeed, examination of ROC area values for the eleven sets of rules considered for analysis reveals that those classification models exhibit a respective value of at least 0.61, considerably larger than the expected baseline case of approximately 0.5 for a random classifier [54] . Thus, those identified classification models are considered to add value by providing some informed knowledge about the classification of research articles related to the topic of HMI in I4.0.
The five most intuitive and meaningful sets of classification rules among the eleven considered models, regarding interpretability of the rules, classify research articles regarding one of the following third-level categories, respectively: the characteristics of human tasks, the demands on staff compared to pre-I4.0, hardware output platforms, UI functionality, or means of H2M communication. Table 7 presents the list of classification rules for these class attributes, also including the sets of rules for the other six accepted and considered classification models.
Characteristics of Human Tasks. The model for characteristics of human tasks (cf. Table 7 ) is interesting as it suggests that authors regard the changes in demands on staff brought by I4.0 for employees with a more operative role in the operations to be linked to the characteristics of their actual tasks under I4.0. Demands on Staff Compared to pre-I4.0. In relation to those changes in demands on staff, in turn, when discussing required skills of employees, authors seem to imply a change compared to pre-I4.0, causing them to compare demands before and after inception of I4.0 (cf. Table 7) .
Output Platforms. The classification rules for coverage of output platforms (cf. Table 7 ) seem intuitively sensible as different types of UIs can be seen as commonly related to differing output platforms, e.g. when regarding VR as rather linked to HMDs than to stationary screens while the opposite applies to traditional GUIs. Therefore, a discussion of output platforms due to the consideration of specific UIs appears plausible. The additional condition of addressing the augmentation technique for the visual field is suitable in the sense that it hints towards the fact that the study reflects on the technological aspects of visualizing information in its analysis of UI types, making the consideration of output platforms consequent. Varying human operative roles, on the other hand, might require the consideration of different suitable types of output platforms.
UI Functionality. The model for UI functionality has the lowest ROC area value and degree of estimated accuracy (62.5%) among the five models discussed (cf. Table 7) . Still, a discussion of the functionalities provided by the implemented UIs seems consequent if possible means of HMI in both directions are examined or when hybrid platforms are considered which typically provide a broad range of UI functionalities.
Means of H2M Communication. The first rule of the model for H2M communication (cf. Table  7 ) is plausible given that hybrid platforms regularly offer multiple means of H2M communication while depending on the specific operative role, different forms of interaction from the operator to the automated system might be more appropriate. The second rule is perfectly plausible as well, considering that a discussion of input platforms while neglecting corresponding output platforms suggests a focus on H2M communication. Finally, regarding the third rule, a concurrent analysis of types and functionalities of UIs as well as M2H communication reflects a broad examination of HMI means and tools, potentially requiring also a consideration of H2M communication for completion.
CONCLUSION
Having presented the applied methodology, the findings which resulted from said procedure, as well as the implications and limitations of these results, the last chapter of this thesis is supposed to provide a summarizing overview of the most important insights, together with concluding remarks. Building upon that, consequent and open research issues are identified which represent opportunities for further research on the topic of HMI in I4.0.
Summary
The aim of this thesis has been to analyze a comprehensive set of scientific literature relevant to the topic of HMI in I4.0 and to develop, based upon this foundation, a taxonomy representing the current state of the art regarding research in the area of the topic. Furthermore, the insights on the taxonomy and data collected on its coverage in related literature should serve as a basis to identify focal points and patterns in research on HMI in I4.0.
The taxonomy developed as an answer to RQ1 structures the topic in a four-layer hierarchy consisting of three levels of categories and a bottom-level collection of attributes representing instances or specifications of the third-level categories. On the highest rank, the topic is clustered into three sections representing the human actor, the machine entity, and aspects defining the process of interaction between both. On the second and third level, those three main categories are defined in more detail in terms of their constituting aspects.
In order to capture the human aspect in I4.0-related HMI, operators' tasks as well as the human role in I4.0 operations are defined. Moreover, the taxonomy determines demands on employees and the qualifying measures to be offered by firms and government in order to prepare an appropriate I4.0 workforce as the final sections of the Human part.
In describing the machine entity, the taxonomy considers passive and active roles and functionalities assumed or offered by the automated system as well as the available techniques and technologies representing the machine's means of visualizing data and information to human users. Apart from that, the taxonomy includes an analysis of the available hardware components needed to provide such functionality and visualization services.
The third main section of the taxonomy defines the interaction processes among human and machine agents under I4.0 in terms of different types of goals to be achieved in the interaction, the UIs deployed, the means of interaction and communication, as well as the location of interaction.
The analysis of the sample literature's coverage of individual taxonomy elements in order to answer RQ2 has revealed that the interim-level categories of UIs and goals in the interaction as well as the implemented hardware components represent focal points in HMI-related research in the I4.0 area. Only slightly less prevalent, discussions of the human tasks and the functionality provided by the machine entity also seem to be regarded as highly significant in studying HMI in I4.0 by the majority of authors in the final sample. Thus, a main stream in related research seems to approach the topic by distinguishing tasks to be performed by humans from the role and functionality provided by automated systems and enabled by various hardware components. Based on that, the integration of those two types of entities in an interaction process is supposed to serve specific purposes and goals, facilitated by the implementation of appropriate UIs. In general, the vast majority of sample articles conducts such analyses and discussions of HMI in I4.0 with respect to a context of manufacturing activities, revealing a focus of researchers on the industrial core activity of production.
In the course of answering RQ3, application of data mining techniques on the data reflecting the sample papers' coverage of third-level categories reveals a set of association rules represented in the data. These rules describe pairs or sets of third-level categories exhibiting interrelations in the fact whether or not they are addressed in individual sample articles. Finally, using Weka's JRip algorithm, seventeen sets of classification rules have been identified serving as a potential support for researchers in deciding whether they should include a discussion of a specific aspect in a study dedicated towards HMI in I4.0. The most intuitive sets of rules classify research articles with regard to the characteristics of human tasks, the demands on staff compared to pre-I4.0, output platforms, UI functionality, and means of H2M communication.
The potential implications of these results extend to future employees and firms in the industrial sector, facing changes in the working environment in general and challenges regarding measures and investments to be taken in preparing for the fourth industrial revolution, respectively, as well as to governments and customers of industrial firms. However, the implications derived from the study's results need to be interpreted with care by taking into account the restricted scope of the study with respect to the number of publications related to the topic which could be included in the initial sample and the limitations of the applied methodology.
Altogether, the findings in the course of this thesis reflect the complexity of the overall topic of HMI in I4.0 by organizing it in a four-level taxonomy of categories and attributes. Still, the taxonomy, and thus the topic, exhibits a clear structure on different levels of detail whose individual elements and related sections are reflected in related research to varying extents. Examining the sub-aspects of the taxonomy studied less frequently, judging based on the final sample of relevant literature, reveals open research issues representing opportunities for future research which the following final section briefly outlines.
Opportunities for Future Research
When examining the machine section of the taxonomy more closely, it is noticeable that a substantial amount of sample articles, exactly one third to be precise, incorporates the application of HMDs of a not further specified type as the most prevalent attribute of the output platforms category. At the same time, none of the attributes or even the third-level categories themselves of input platforms, technology for information display, and augmentation technique for the visual field is addressed in more than 22.3% of articles. Considered in combination, this suggests that there might be room left for analyzing the most appropriate input platforms to be employed in conjunction with HMDs as the corresponding output platform for I4.0-related HMI processes. Likewise, an examination of the most adequate techniques and technologies for information visualization implemented on an HMD output platform might yield interesting and useful insights.
Regarding the much-discussed aspect of UIs, an apparent phenomenon among this thesis' final sample is the large number of articles studying a specific industrial AR application, respectively. Nonetheless, the insights on longer-term effects and applicability of AR for such scenarios are rare. Therefore, in light of the apparent significance of AR applications in related research, conducting a long-term experimental study on an industrial AR application might represent an important opportunity for future research.
Besides, despite the central role of human operators in I4.0 activities and 28.6% of sample articles stressing the need for further training of employees to enable successful implementation of the related processes, none of the third-level categories concerned with aspects of staff training and qualification is addressed in at least 25% sample papers. Therefore, further studies on appropriate measures of education and qualification of future and current members of the industrial workforce might be of significant value to public and corporate decision-makers.
Finally, the analyses and findings in the course of this thesis might be further advanced by using technical methods like machine learning algorithms to cluster the bottom-level attributes based on observed sample data. This way, categories and a structure for a potential alternative design of a taxonomy even better reflected in related scientific contributions might be identified. Furthermore, the implemented analyses of the collected data might be intensified by conducting more iterations of the CRISP-DM process model, searching for classification models better suited for the available set of data.
